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CONS P EC TU S

U nique among small molecules, water forms a nearly tetrahedral yet flexible hydrogen-
bond network. In addition to its flexibility, this network is dynamic: bonds are formed

or broken on a picosecond time scale. These unique features make probing the local
structure of water challenging. Despite the challenges, there is intense interest in
developing a picture of the local water structure due to water's fundamental importance
in many fields of chemistry.

Understanding changes in the local network structure of water near solutes likely
holds the key to unlock problems from analyzing parameters that determine the three
dimensional structure of proteins to modeling the fate of volatile materials released into
the atmosphere. Pictures of the local structure of water are heavily influenced by what is
known about the structure of ice. In hexagonal Ih ice, the most stable form of solid water
under ordinary conditions, water has an equal number of donor and acceptor bonds; a
kind of symmetry. This symmetric tetrahedral coordination is only approximately preserved in the liquid. The most obvious
manifestation of this altered tetrahedral bonding is the greater density in the liquid compared with the solid. Formation of an
interface or addition of solutes further modifies the local bonding in water.

Because the O�H stretching frequency is sensitive to the environment, vibrational spectroscopy provides an excellent probe for the
hydrogen-bond structure in water. In this Account, we examine both local interactions betweenwater and small solutes and longer range
interactions at the aqueous surface. Locally, the results suggest that water is not a symmetric donor or acceptor, but rather has a
propensity to act as an acceptor. In interactions with hydrocarbons, action is centered at the water oxygen. For soluble inorganic salts,
interaction is greaterwith the cation than the anion. The vibrational spectrumof the surface of salt solutions is altered comparedwith that
of neat water. Studies of local salt-water interactions suggest that the picture of the local water structure and the ion distribution at the
surface deduced from the surface vibrational spectrum should encompass both ions of the salt.

1. Introduction
Water is the most abundant molecule on Earth, covering

70% of the surface. Interactions with water shape much

of the world from large scale molding of the landscape by

ice, snow, and rain to molecular scale interactions that

determine the macromolecular confirmation of biologi-

cal molecules. In either environmental or biological sys-

tems, water seldomappears in pure form; it nearly always

contains solutes, often at high concentrations. The salt

content of seawater is 3.5% or approximately 0.6 M;

blood is 0.9% saline or approximately 0.16 M. Due to

the ion charges, salts influence the structure of water

through their electrostatic fields. As shown by Arrhenius

over 100 years ago, at the high concentrations indicated,

oppositely charged ions have a mutual electrostatic at-

traction that is incompletely shielded by their respective

hydration spheres.1�6

Water, the solvent in a solvent-separated ion pair, is

simultaneously affected by the fields of both ions. An

interface introduces asymmetry in addition to the electro-

static fields. Surfaces cannot be ignored since in many

environmental and biological settings, the action occurs at

the interface. It is challenging to probe either the local

water�ion interaction or the local water structure at the

interface due to the small number densities relative to the

surrounding bulk.
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This Account describes the results of two experimental

approaches for developing a picture of the local water

structure. One is termed room temperature matrix isolation

spectroscopy, RT-MIS, due to dispersion of water in a near

room-temperature liquid in which it is sparingly soluble. The

other is a combined infrared andRamanprobeof the surface

called sum frequency generation, SFG, due to the signal that

is produced at the sum of the Raman excitation and dipole

vibrational frequencies. The combined results suggest that

the hydrogen-bond network of water has both a local and a

long-range response to solutes; the surface hydrogen-bond

structure is affected by interactions on both length scales.

Vibrational spectroscopy is a particularly effective probe

for the hydrogen-bond network since the O�H stretch

frequency is sensitive to the local environment; vibrational

resonances shift by several hundred wavenumbers upon

hydrogen bond formation. Infrared or Raman spectroscopy

would thus be a straightforward probe of the local structure

but for the dynamic nature of the hydrogen-bond network.

Ultrafast spectroscopic studies7�11 have shown that hydro-

genbonds aremadeandbrokenonaps time scale. Thus, the

dynamics and the probe have comparable time scales

resulting in vibrational features that span hundreds of wave-

numbers. Due to the equivalence of numerous bonds

throughout the network, there is also a nonlocal contribu-

tion influencing frequencies.12 Many studies thus rely on

band profile analysis to separate the local and long-range

frequency perturbation.7 Another approach is to examine

dilute HDO in a bath of either H2O or D2O.
12�15 In this

Account, we present an alternative approach, a matrix

isolationmethod. Classicmatrix isolation uses a dilute target

isolated in a solid matrix often at low temperatures. The

approach described here uses a solvent in which water is

sparingly soluble to generate isolated water molecules with

thermal energies near room temperature; it is a room

temperature matrix isolation spectroscopy, RT-MIS.

The aqueous surface plays a particularly large role in

atmospheric chemistry. Impinging gas-phase molecules en-

counter the surface first. An enhanced local surface concen-

tration results from either a barrier to adsorption into the

bulk or a thermodynamic partitioning to the surface. Addi-

tionally symmetry restrictions for reactions are relaxed at

the surface. Arguably, the most famous example of surface

enhanced reactions is reactions associated with the ozone

hole. Finally, the water structure at the surface is different

from that in the bulk. Exactly how it is different is the subject

of sometimes heated debate16 as in the fundamental ques-

tion of the pHof the aqueous surface.9 In acidic solutions, the

H3O
þ surface concentration appears to be enhanced over its

bulk concentration leading to the bold statement that the

surface of neutral water is acidic.17,18 Numerous classic

measures indicate that the surface of water is negatively

charged leading to the equally bold conclusion that the pHof

neutral water is very high.19 We shall not settle this debate

here, but make the observation that the surface water

structure is altered by both acids20�23 and bases.24 How

the water structure is altered is still an open question. The

work described here sheds some light on changes in the

water structure.

The hydrogen bond potential is unusually anharmonic

leading to extensive intermolecular coupling and long-

range cooperative motion in addition to relatively large

oscillator strengths for overtone excitations. Anharmonicity

is responsible for photochemical reactions25,26 in themainly

transparent 2.5 μ to 700 nm region,27 as well as water-

mediated28,29 and water-catalyzed reactions.30,31 The open

structure of the water hydrogen-bond network is capable of

accommodating guest molecules; an example is clathrate

formation. Clathrates are host�guest compounds consisting

of a hydrogen-bond water cage surrounding a hydrophobic

molecule.32,33 Unraveling the molecular-level interactions

that result in clathrate nucleation is an ongoing activity. This

AccountdiscussesapplicationofRT-MIS toprobewater�propane

interactions. The oxygen lone-pair interaction with the hydro-

carbon leads to an unusual blue-shifted hydrogen bond. Con-

sideration of electron flow provides insight into the blue shift.

The current picture of hydrogen bonding in liquidwater is

heavily influenced by what is known about the structure of

ice Ih.
34 Analyzing hydrogen bonding at the surface also

starts with ice. The basic view has oscillated from one with

collective ν1 and ν3 vibrations
35 to one of loosely interacting

modes36 back to collective modes.37 The fundamental shift

in the latest view consists of treating ice as a collection of

four-coordinate oxygen atoms with a degree of disorder

leading to polarization of the tetrahedral unit cell. The result

is a central infrared peak accompanied by modes at higher

and lower frequencies, called excitonic side bands. At a

surface, bands at higher frequency are polarized perpendi-

cular to the interface and labeled as longitudinal bands.

Modes at lower frequency are polarized parallel to the

interface and are termed transverse bands.

2. Water: A Responsive Solvent
2.1. Local Bonding: Salts. Due to the very electronegative

oxygenatomand twoweaklyelectropositivehydrogenatoms,
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plus thebent geometry,water is polar. Bondingbetweenwater

and other species reflects the presence of the dipole. Electrons,

primarily localized about oxygen, flow in response to the

electric field of neighboring species and hence water is also

polarizable. The combination of polarity and polarizability

makes the O�H stretch vibrational frequency sensitive to the

environment. In the isolatedmolecule, electronegativeoxygen

withdraws electron density from electropositive hydrogen. In

the condensed phase, electron density donation to hydrogen

from a neighboring species weakens the covalent OH bond

resulting ina redshift of thevibrational resonance.The redshift

can be large, up to 20%of the unperturbed frequency. The red

shift is thus an excellent probe for interactions with the hydro-

gen atoms of water.

In addition to weakening the covalent OH bond, the

magnitude of the OH dipole is sensitive to the hydrogen

atom range of motion. Weakening the covalent OH bond

enables the hydrogen to stretch further from the equilibrium

position resulting in a significant enhancement of the dy-

namic dipole, hence an enhanced oscillator strength: up to 2

orders of magnitude.38 Thus, even a small hydrogen-bond

complex concentration is easily detected. Thismechanism is

sensitive to interactions with the hydrogen atom, to water

acting as a donor.

Due to the equal number of donor and acceptor sites

in water, the tendency is to view water as a symmetric

donor�acceptor. This symmetric picture is likely influenced

by the structure of ice, which indeed has a coordination

number of four. Detecting any bias for donating vs accepting is

masked by greater numbers in themultiple hydration shells.41

Isolatingwater limits interaction to the local water-solute.

Donor and acceptor interactions produce distinct signatures

enabling identification of any bias. Carbon tetrachloride is

an excellent solvent for this investigation since water is

sparingly soluble (saturation concentration 7.5 mM42) with

only water monomers (Figure 1). This configuration is ideal

for detecting interactions with water. Weak interaction with

the hydrogen increases the rotational moment of inertia,

collapsing the side bands; a strong interaction gives rise to

red-shifted bands.

The spectrumofwater in carbon tetrachloridewith added

salts indicates the local water�salt structure (Figure 2). LiCl,

KCl, NaCl, and KBr solutions all produce spectra with the

same profile as that of water; only the absorbance changes.

The immediate conclusion is that for these salts the interac-

tion cannot be between hydrogen and the anion since that

would produce hydrogen-bonded resonances; interaction is

between the cation and oxygen. Gravimetric analysis43

indicates that the salt/water ratio is larger than one: on

average, one water molecule is associated with an ion

cluster. The increased absorbance is due to this additional

cluster-bound water.

A few salt solutions, NaBr, NaI, and KI, those with greatest

aqueous solubility, produce an additional resonance at

3443 cm�1 (Figure 2). The red shift indicates that this

resonance is due to the OH stretch of water acting as a

FIGURE 1. The infrared spectrum of water in carbon tetrachloride shows the symmetric and asymmetric stretches and rotational side bands
associatedwith the asymmetric stretch only. There is no evidence of hydrogen-bond resonances indicating thatwatermolecules aremonomers. The
rotational structure supports a picture in which electronegative oxygen is attracted to the somewhat positively charged carbon of carbon
tetrachloride. The potential surface plot on the right shows negative potential as red, positive as blue, and green as neutral. Note that the carbon of
carbon tetrachloride is colored blue indicating that it is slightly positively charged. Pinned at the oxygen, water is free to rotate about the symmetry
axis, but rotations about the remaining two axes are highly quenched.
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donor. Significantly, the frequency of this resonance does

not shift between the bromide and iodide salts. If water was

a hydrogen bond donor to the anion, then the strength of

this interaction would vary with the anion charge density.

Constancy of the frequency suggests constancy of the

acceptor. The only other acceptor in the system is water, so

the 3443 cm�1 feature is attributed to a water�water hydro-

gen bond.43 Note, three of the four resonances due to a com-

plex such as that shown in theConspectus are positively identi-

fied: (1) thedonorOHstretch, 3443cm�1and the (2) symmetric

and (3) asymmetric stretches of the acceptor contained

within the monomer bands at 3615 and 3708 cm�1 respec-

tively. The dangling �OH stretch, expected at ∼3660 cm�1 is

masked due to a low number density, <0.1% (see discussion

below).

The water�water hydrogen bond only develops for

those salts that are quite soluble in water (Table 1). Ion�
water interactions are often analyzed in terms of the ion

size complemented by polarizability. The NaBr/KBr and

NaBr/NaI pairs illustrate the importance of balancing

ion�ion interactionwith ion�water interactions: a balance

that depends on both ions of the pair. Highly soluble salts,

also called outer complexes,1,44 have a relatively weak

ion�ion interaction enabling a solvent-separated ion pair.

In carbon tetrachloride, the water molecule does not ap-

pear to separate the ion pair: if it did therewould be a donor

interaction with the anion, contrary to observation. In-

stead, the weaker ion�ion interaction polarizes the water

attached at the cation resulting in hydrogen donation to a

secondwatermolecule as shown in the illustrationwith the

Conspectus.

The integrated area of the 3443 cm�1 peak is used to

estimate the concentration of these water-dimer, salt com-

plexes. InNaI, the 3443 cm�1 peak is 1.25%of the total area.

(KI and NaBr have a similar relative area). Generally, the OH

oscillator strength increases by one to 2 orders ofmagnitude

upon hydrogen bonding.38 This results in an upper limit for

the dimer concentration of 0.1% of the water concentration.

It is not surprising that the dimerwas not observed in theMD

simulation.45

For the above-discussed salts, the cation is smaller than

the anion. MD simulation45 confirms that in these cases

water is associated with the cation. The simulation also

suggests that a combination of a small anion and a larger

cation (NaF or KF) would result in water interacting via the

hydrogen atom. Several fluoride salts with widely varying

aqueous solubility: NaF, KF, and CsF were investigated. No

evidence was found for water acting as a hydrogen-bond

donor. Instead all fluoride salts serve to dehydrate the

carbon tetrachloride layer (water concentration relative to

saturated water: 0.68, 0.70, and 0.95, respectively, for NaF,

KF, and CsF). The aqueous solubility of these salts varies

widely fromNaF (x= 0.0178, x is themole fraction) to KF (x=

0.222) to CsF (x = 0.304). Interaction in the bulk aqueous

solution not only prevents these salts from entering the

carbon tetrachloride phase, the interaction dehydrates the

carbon tetrachloride layer.

RT-MIS investigation of the local structure of water

around salts suggests that experimentally water has a

propensity for interaction as an acceptor. This is not sur-

prising from the point of view of electronegativity. The

electronegativity difference between oxygen and any ca-

tion is larger than that between hydrogen and the anion.

Figure 3 shows the result of a density functional B3LYP

6-31G* calculation of the electrostatic potential for a gas

phase water�NaBr complex. There is an electrostatic contact

FIGURE 2. Infrared absorbance for salt water�carbon tetrachloride
solutions. Spectra are offset for clarity (by 0.1 absorbance units for
subsequent spectra). All aqueous layer salt concentrations are 1 M, and
temperature is room temperature. Inset shows an absorbance magni-
fied view (2.5�) of the 3350 to 3550 cm�1 region illustrating the
constancy of the feature at 3443 cm�1; a feature absent in the spectrum
of KBr (also LiCl, NaCl, and KCl not shown).

TABLE 1. Salt andWater Concentration in CCl4 in Contact with 1M Salt
Solution, Salt Aqueous Solubility, and Classification as an Inner or Outer
Complex

salt
CCl4 molarity

(mM)
water
(mM)

aqueous
solubility

(M) classification

NaCl 35.2 9.5 6.2 inner
NaBr 25.5 9.5 8.8 outer
NaI 22.2 16.3 11.9 outer
KCl 32.2 9.2 4.8 inner
KBr 24.5 9.2 7.6 inner
KI 19.1 9.4 8.7 outer
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between the smaller sodium cation and the larger bromide

ion and between water and the cation. In contrast, there is

only a slight polarization toward the bromide anion. The next

subsection contains a discussion of the interaction between

water and a hydrophobic molecule, propane. The experi-

mental evidence also shows that the interaction is at the

oxygen confirming the propensity of water to act as an

acceptor.

2.2. Local Interaction: Hydrocarbons. As indicated

above, water is known to formhydrogen bondswith numer-

ous molecules in the atmosphere. The anharmonicity of the

OH covalent bond in the hydrogen-bond complex plays a

key role in each of these.Water is also known to form caged

or host�guest compounds, called clathrates, with hydro-

phobic molecules.32,33 In these compounds, water forms an

icosahedral or expanded icosahedral cage with the guest

inside. The hydrocarbon concentration in these compounds

is very high, on the order of 10% comparedwith an aqueous

solubility of about 0.04%.

The molecular-level interactions that lead to the large

concentration increase are largely unexplored due to lack of

a suitable probe technique. The limitation for vibrational

spectroscopy is that the overwhelming oscillator strength of

hydrogen-bondedwater renders aqueous solutions opaque.

RT-MIS overcomes the opacity by dispersingwater in carbon

tetrachloride. Since carbon tetrachloride is transparent in the

hydrogen-bond region and has openwindows in the CH and

CD regions, it is an excellent medium for probing these

interactions. Propane is a prototypical hydrocarbon contain-

ing both methyl and methylene groups. The CH stretch

spectrum of propane is complex due to symmetry; six to

eight CH oscillators participate in each of the normal modes.

To simplify the spectrum and enable identification of the site

of interaction between water and propane, the methyl

groups were deuteratedmaking d6-propane. Figure 4 shows

spectra of d6-propane and of d6-propanewith water. The CD

stretch region (not shown)46 does not change upon addition

of water; the CH region shows emergence of a new reso-

nance to the blue side of the CH stretches of d6-propane. The

immediate conclusion is that the site of interaction is the

methylene hydrogen atoms. The water spectrum is largely

unchanged indicating that the primary interaction is at the

oxygen atom as illustrated in Figure 5.

Whenwater acts as a hydrogen bond donor, the covalent

OH stretch shifts to the red. How then does the CH oscillator

shift to the blue? Carbon is capable of supporting hybridiza-

tion ranging from sp through sp3. On interaction between

propane and water, the water lone pair shifts electron

density to the exposed hydrogen into the LUMO of the

attached carbon (hence the yellow color of the methylene

hydrogen and orange color of the methylene carbon in

Figure 5). Some of that electron density is shifted into the

FIGURE 3. Density potential surface of the water�NaBr complex
showing closer association of water with the cation thanwith the anion.

FIGURE4. Spectrumof propaned6 (CD3CH2CD3) in carbon tetrachloride
(off set for clarity) comparedwith propane in the presenceofwater. Note
the emergence of a blue-shifted resonance upon addition of water.
Neither the CD stretches nor the water spectrum shows any apparent
change indicating that interaction is between thewater oxygen and the
methylene hydrogen.

FIGURE5. Electrostaticpotential surfaces for (A) propaneand (B) propane�
water complex. The yellow-orange color at the methylene group in
the complex illustrates electron density transfer to the LUMO of the
methylene carbon. (Density functional calculation at the B3LYP 6-31G*
level.)
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antibonding orbital centered on the carbon atom. Populat-

ing the antibonding orbital alters the hybridization toward

sp2 from sp3. The greater s character results in a stronger CH

bond.47 Since the LUMO for propane is centered on the

methylene carbon, this is the site of interaction. The stronger

CH bond gives rise to the blue shift relative to the unper-

turbed propane. Note that shifting electron density along

with proton transfer is also involved in the water catalyzed

reactions.

A close inspection of the OH stretch region in water�
propane mixtures shows small hydrogen-bond resonances

at 3162 and 3338 cm�1 as well as a dangling OH resonance

between the symmetric and the asymmetric OH stretches.46

Together these features indicate a low concentration of

water�water complexes. Since water does not form dimers

in carbon tetrachloride by itself, the presence of propane has

induced this interaction. Shifting electron density from oxy-

gen to carbon unshields the water proton enabling interac-

tion with another water molecule (Figure 5). The small

hydrogen-bond resonance intensity indicates that under

these moderate conditions (�4 �C, P = 1 atm) the dimer�
propane cluster concentration is small, less than 0.01%. On

average, each propane molecule interacts with only one

water molecule. Nonetheless, presence of the water�dimer,

propane complex demonstrates that interaction with the

hydrocarbon polarizes water sufficiently to begin formation

of a hydrogen-bond structure around the hydrocarbon.

3. Implications for Aqueous Interfaces
Just as with issues concerning the pH of the neutral water

interface, consensus has not yet been achieved for the

model for hydrogen bonding in aqueous interfaces. Here

we summarize observations and suggest a picture based on

local structures observed in RT-MIS and global, coordinated

dynamics. For nearly a decade and a half, it has been

observed that addition of acids,20,21,23,48 bases,49 or small

inorganic ions50�52 to water alters the vibrational signature

of water at the interface. The first model to rationalize this

increased intensity for salts is that of an electric double

layer.20,50,51 Briefly, approaching the aqueous�air interface,

there is a differential distribution of anions and cations with

the tail of the anion distribution penetrating closer to the

interface than that of the cations. This general model is

consistent with theoretical53,54 predictions and surface po-

tential measurements.55 The double-layer model has sub-

sequently been validated by MD simulations.56 In general,

the larger,more polarizable anion has a localmaximum that

is nearer to the surface than does the smaller cation. Inte-

grated over the interfacial region, the salt concentration is

lower than in the bulk as it must be to be consistent with

surface tension results. The location of the anion affects its

accessibility for impinging gas-phase reactants, so the pre-

cise location of the anions is still the subject of debate. (For

example, see remarks about the pH of the aqueous surface.)

What is less clear is how the water structure alters in

response to the presence of the ions.

SFG spectra of water (Figure 6) or aqueous solutions are

very broad. There are at least two features in the hydrogen-

bond region: one near 3200 cm�1 and the other near

3450 cm�1. These features have occasionally been sited

as indicating two types ofwater in the interface; it is farmore

likely that these features are both heterogeneously and

homogeneously broadened due to rapid energy transfer

as well as a wide distribution of hydrogen-bond environ-

ments. As a broad stroke, the intensity of the 3200 cm�1

peak is greatly enhanced for acidic solutions; the peak near

3450 cm�1 is enhanced for halide salt solutions. Due to the

nonlinear nature of SFG, the connection between intensity

and thewatermolecule configuration is not straightforward.

Recent phase-sensitive SFGmeasurements have added data

concerning the transition dipole and indicate that increased

intensity in the 3450 cm�1 region is associated with an

enhanced transition dipole pointing into the solution.24,57

The source of enhancement in the lower frequency region

for acid solutions is still a subject of debate with some

experimenters concluding a polarized, 3-coordinate water

motif at the surface58 and others an enhanced polarization

FIGURE 6. Typical ssp spectrum of the neat water interface at 0 �C. The
resonance at 3700 cm�1 is due to dangling OH bonds, those that are
free of hydrogen bonding. The remaining broad spectrum is due to OH
stretches of hydrogen-bond water molecules. One of the challenges in
interpreting the spectra of aqueous solutions is lack of assignment of the
resonances for the neat aqueous interface.
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of four-coordinate water.24 RT-MIS provides insight into the

salt solutions.

Thus far, discussion of salt solution spectra has focused

on the anions. The RT-MIS results suggest that analysis

should encompass both ions. It is helpful to divide water

molecules in the interfacial region into three subgroups:

(I) those water molecules (if any) above the anion, (II) those

water molecules in the double layer region between the

anion and the cation, and (III) water molecules in the tail of

the double-layer field. If interpretation of the phase-sensitive

measurements is correct, then the transition dipole in the

3450 cm�1 region points into the bulk, parallel to that of the

double-layer. Examining the effect of the double layer onOH

oscillators in the three regions indicates that allmay contribute

to the observed increased transition dipole. Region I contains

three-coordinate water molecules. If these three-coordinate

watermolecules reorient with their OH dipolemore parallel to

the double layer field, they have a larger projection onto the

surface normal. Since the SFG amplitude is dependent on the

projection of the transition dipole onto the surface normal,

reorientation increases the amplitude and thus the observed

intensity. Note that this does not suggest that these water

molecules are directly bonded to the anion: if they were the

frequencywould depend on the identity of the anion; contrary

to observation. Such reorientation is problematic with the

free�OH intensity observed: For concentrations lower than

1 mol %, the free�OH intensity is unaltered indicating that

this part of the top monolayer is unperturbed.

Assuming that the double layer field is insufficiently

strong to reorient four-coordinate water molecules (those

in regions II and III), the contribution to the enhanced SFG

amplitude from these water molecules must result from an

enhanced transition dipole. There is precedence for such an

enhancement: the symmetric stretch of water attached to

cations is enhanced due to the water-cation dipole being

parallel to the symmetric stretch.39,59 The conclusion is that

water molecules in region II can contribute to the observed

increased SFG amplitude by this enhanced transition dipole

mechanism. Finally, water molecules in region III, either

directly bound to the cation or in the tail of the double layer

fieldwill alsohave an increasedoscillator strength parallel to

the double layer. Note that water molecules directly bound

to the cation are symmetrically arrayed around the cation;

however, the complex is embedded in the double-layer field

that breaks the inversion symmetry. The conclusion is that

the enhanced amplitude in the 3450 cm�1 region is due to

the double layer and includes a contribution from water

molecules in regions II and III.

RT-MIS data suggests thatwater has a propensity to act as

an acceptor. With a propensity to bond through the oxygen

atom, water molecules in the interfacial region interact

strongly with the cation. Water molecules around the cation

are caught in the electric field generated by the cation�
anion combination oriented with the anions nearer to the

surface. These water molecules are more polarized than in

the absence of the salt. It is likely that this field alters the

oscillator strength for these water molecules and induces

hydrogen-bond structures not present without the salts.
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